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	Title:    How simple is this?
	Header 1: Our leasing process could not be easier!
	Headquarters: Headquarters/NJ
	Address: 165 Passaic Ave.Suite 303Fairfield, NJ 07004(973)276-9222(973)276-9223 (f)
	Text: Just contact National Commercial Capital, and we’ll take care of the rest. Our simple process and thorough follow up seamlessly eliminate financing concerns as an obstacle to closing the sale.The process is fast, the information we receive from the customer is painless, the documents are simple. We follow up with you and the customer every step of the way, from submittal of applications through funding of the transaction. This simplicity and follow-up lead to faster turnaround and payment, higher conversion ratio of submitted applications, and more sales closed.
	Address 2: 5470 Shilshole NWSuite 520Seattle, WA 98107(866)501-0111(206)784-0972 (f)
	Address 3: 
	Header 2: Minimal application information1. Company name and contact2. Company address3. Financed amount4. Term requested
	Text 2: Free yourself from the hassle of paperwork — National Commercial Capital takes the application directly from the customer, so you can spend your time doing what you do best: selling.Upon approval, we fax the one-page lease document (as illustrated) to the customer for signature, and fax-back the Purchase Order to finalize your sale.You can immediately see why our documents are signed and returned often the same day, if not within minutes — instead of days or weeks later, as is typical for the bulky legal lease documents used by many other companies.Additionally, we go one step further in speeding document collection and issuing your Purchase Order – we call the customer. We ask if they’ve received the documents, answer any questions, show them where to sign, and confirm when they will receive the equipment.
	Header 3: We’re right here with you to make sure it’s done right — Simple. Seamless. Closed.
	Text 3: 
	Washington: Washington
	Office 3: 


